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h = 6.23xlO-34J-s, Eg(Si)=l.le..V, k=8.62x1 O-seVIK, llle=9.11 x lO-31kg, ni=1.5xl010cm-3 

( ~t~4<~~~;)(~Mifj'\1~I~ ) 	 ;
1. Explain (a) Fermi, energy level, (bj direct semiconductor, and (c) extrin~ic 

semiconductor. (10%) 

2. The Hall measurement is applied on a Si simple with the following geometry: d = 

11Jll1, W= 1cm and L = 1em. ':fhe following parameters are measured: Ix = 1.75 rnA, 
Vx= 10V, VH =-8mV, and Bz =750 gauss =0.75 tesla. Determined (a) the 
conductivity type, (b) the majority and minority carrier mobilities, and"(c) the 
majority and minority carrier,concentrations. . (10%) 

3. Assume a silicon p +njunction at T:::: 300K. Assume that the intercept ~fthe curve 
in Fig. 1 gives Vbi = 0.82 V and that the slope is 1.5x1015 (F/cm2r2 v-j. To 
determine the impurity concentrations in this p+njunction '(15%) 

4. A silicon p-i-njunction has the doping profile shown in the Fig.2a. The "i" 
corresponds to an ideal intrinsic region in which .there is no impurity doping 
concentration. A reverse-bias voltage is applied to the p-i-njunction so that the total 
depletion width extends from -1.51Jll1 to +1.51Jll1 as shown in Fig. 2b. (a) Calculate 
the magnitude ofthe electric field at x = 11Jll1. (b) Sketch the electric field through 
the p-i-njunction. (c) Calculatethe reverse bias that must be applied. (15%) 

5. 	 Consider a silicon pn junction at T =300 K with doping concentr~tions ofNa = 

1016 cm,3 andNd= 5x101S cm,3. Calculate the space charge width and the 


maximum electrical field in tPis pn junction at thermal equilibrium and reversed 


bias of 1V. (20%) 


6. 	 Determine the position ofthe Fenni'level with respect to the valence band energy 

in p type GaAs at T = 300 K. The doping concentrations are Na =5x1016 cm,3 

andNd=4x101S cm,3. (20%) C-2 


7. 	 For a particular silicon semiconductor device at T =300 K~ the required material 


is n type with a resisti~ty of 0.10 O-cm. Determine the required impurity 


~oping concentration. (10%) 	
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J VI-A=?1. 	 <a) If R=xii, + yiiy + zii, • then 'il x R=? (b) If A= 1~3 then 
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2. 	 Given a vector field A =ray + zaz , find the total outward flux over a circ~lar 
I 
I 

cylinder around the z-axis with a radius 2 and a height 4, and its base coinciding 

with the xy-plane. [15%] I 
I 

3. 	 A line charge ofunifonn density PL in free space fonns a semi-circle ofd. Find the 

electric potential at the center of the ·semicircle. [15%] ! 
4. 	 A long power transmission line, 1 (cm) in radius, is parallel to and situated 10 (m) 

above the ground. Assuming the ground to be an infinite flat conducting plane, 

find the capacitance per meter of the line with respect to the ground. [15%] 

5. 	 An infinite length coaxial cable exists along the z-axis, with an inner shell of 
, 

radius a carrying current I in the +z direction and outer shell of radius h c'arrying 

the return current. Find the magnetic fl~x passing through an area of le~gth L 

along the z-aXis bounded by radius between a and h. [15%] 

6. 	 Show the Maxwell's equations (in differential fonn) and the physical meanings. 

[10%] 

7. 	 Given that E(x, z; t) =liy 2 sin (lOrex) cos (6n109t - ~z) (Vim) in air, fi~d H(x, 
I 

z; t) and ~. [15%] 
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